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NEWS AROUND AFRICA COMPILED BY GABRIEL BENJAMIN

he second fixtures of the group phase of 2022 
Qatar World Cup ended Monday (Nov. 29) with Ttwo exciting performances by Cameroon and 

Ghana. Overall, the 5 representatives of African 
nations were able to raise up their game.
Africa's representatives at the 22nd FIFA World Cup 
can still qualify for the round of 16. With some 
provided with bigger or slimmer chances.
France, Portugal and Brazil are the first nations that 
booked their ticket for the next stage.
Group A
Bets are open ahead of the fixture Senegal-Ecuador. 
The Netherlands only need a point to advance in the 
tournament. On Tuesday (Nov. 29), they'll play 
already eliminated hosts Qatar.
The African champions must win to qualify and will 
want to build on their strong offensive performance 
against the Qataris (3-1). A draw would qualify the 
Central American team, which is worried about its 
captain Enner Valencia, co-top scorer of the 
tournament (3 goals) who suffered a knee injury.
Standing: Netherlands (4 pts), Ecuador (4pts), 
Senegal (3pts), Qatar (0 pt).
GROUP D
Tunisia will play reigning champions France on 
Wednesday (Nov. 30). 'Les Bleus' became the first 
team to qualify for the next round when beating 
Denmark (2-1) on November 26 and are expected to 
rotate their squad for their last group game.
The Carthage Eagles can keep their dream to reach a 
knockout stage spot in 6th World Cup appearance if 
they beat the French substitute team. In addition to 
that, Australia vs Denmark should end in a draw.
For the Danes to qualify they must beat the 
Australians and hope for a draw or a France's victory 
in the other fixture of the group.
Standing: France (6pts), Australia (3pts), Danemark 
(1 pts), Tunisia (1pt).
GROUP F
Morocco is in a rather comfortable position ahead of 

its match against already eliminated Canada on 
Thursday, December 1st.
Croatia, the finalist of the 2018 World Cup, need to 
secure a draw to move forward.  Belgium will play its 
qualification on Thursday in a stressful clash against 
the Croats. A success would send the Red Devils 
through the round of 16. A defeat would mean 
elimination. In case of a draw, their fate would be in the 
hands of Morocco.
Standing: Croatia (4 pts), Morocco (4pts), Belgium 
(3pts), Canada (0pt).
GROUP G
Cameroon secured a draw against Serbia in dramatic 
fashion on Monday (Nov. 28). The Indomitable Lions 
will remember an eventful and historic day as they 
scored a first point in the World Cup in 20-years.
They are however in a complicated position ahead of 
their game against Brazil on Friday (Dec. 2).
The Seleçao qualified after beating Switzerland with a 
goal by Casemiro to reach the knockout stage on 
November 28.
Switzerland will have to dominate Serbia to secure a 
spot in the next round.
Standing: Brazil (6pts), Switzeland (3pts), Cameroon 
(1pt), Serbia (1pt).
Group H
Ghana vs Uruguay already has a taste of legend. The 
fixture is a repeat of the 2010 quarter finals as well as 
a must-win for the Black Stars.
The game provides an opportunity to even the score 
in the rivalry and is a decisive match to advance in the 
Qatar World Cup.
Cristiano Ronaldo's Portugal qualified after beating 
Uruguay on Monday (Nov. 28). The Portuguese will 
face South Korea on Friday (Dec. 2). The situation is 
critical for South Korea and Uruguay, but both teams 
can still qualify.
Standing: Portugal (6pts), Ghana (3pts), South Korea 
(1pt), Uruguay (1pt).

he grave of anti-apartheid activist Chris Hani 
was vandalized in South Africa, a week after the Tcontroversial announcement of the early 

release of his killer, sources from the municipality of 
Ekurhuleni where the monument dedicated to his 
memory said on Tuesday (November 29).
"The monument was vandalized overnight from 
Saturday to Sunday. One of the pillars is badly 
damaged. One side collapsed and the lighting system 
was stolen," spokesperson Zweli Dlamini told AFP of 
the city located east of Johannesburg. An 
investigation was opened for theft and vandalism.
The monument consists of four marble columns 
symbolizing the pillars of the struggle against white 
power led by the African National Congress (ANC), in 
power since the advent of democracy in 1994.
A demonstration against the release of the assassin of 
Chris Hani, in the Hall of Heroes of the Anti-Apartheid 

Struggle and 
w h o s e  
disappearance 
i s  
commemorate
d each year in 
South Africa, 
g a t h e r e d  
d o z e n s  o f  
p e o p l e  o n  
Saturday at the 
call of the ANC.
The ANC said 
in a statement 
" d e e p l y  
saddened by 
the vandalism 
a n d  
desecration" of 
the monument.
C o m m u n i s t  

leader and senior member of the armed wing of the 
Liberation Party, Chris Hani, 50, was killed at close 
range in his driveway on April 10, 1993, by the Polish 
immigrant linked to the far-right white Afrikaner, 
Janusz Walus.
At the time, delicate negotiations with the white power 
in view of the first democratic elections in the country 
were underway. The assassination exacerbates racial 
tensions and provokes violent riots in the townships of 
South Africa shaken by the last gasps of the racist 
regime. In a vibrant televised speech, Nelson 
Mandela calls for calm.
Janusz Walus, now 69, had been sentenced to death 
but the new regime abolished capital punishment in 
1994, and his sentence was commuted to life 
imprisonment.
After several refusals, the court granted him 
conditional release on November 21. He must be 
released from prison no later than December 1. Chris 
Hani's widow has denounced a "diabolical judgment".

t least 15 people died Sunday in a landslide on 
a hillside where a crowd was attending a Afuneral in a popular neighborhood of Yaoundé, 

the Cameroonian capital, the governor of the region 
told AFP Monday in a new report.
A few hours after the tragedy, Naseri Paul Bea, the 
governor of the Centre region, announced on the 
state radio CRTV that 11 people had died but that the 
search was continuing for possible other victims.
"We are now at 15 dead," he told AFP on Monday 
morning, some time after a dozen firefighters began 
digging with shovels on an imposing pile of red earth 
at the foot of the hill in this neighborhood of 
Damascus, in the east of Yaoundé, according to an 
AFP correspondent on the spot. Around them, a 
hundred residents and onlookers were kept at a 
distance by police officers.
A little further on, people entered two modest houses 
one by one to offer their condolences to two families 
who had lost their loved ones in the tragedy. One of 
them was a cab driver, his vehicle is still parked in front 

of the family home.
Late Sunday afternoon, at least one tent, among 
several others housing dozens of participants in a 
ceremony to honor five members of an association 
who died this year, was swept away by a landslide.
Four bodies had been quickly evacuated, covered 
with a white sheet, on the flatbeds of three police pick-
ups and the rescuers then gradually removed 11 new 
deceased people, before stopping their search 
around 11 pm.
Four large white tents remained intact at the top of the 
hill but on the edge of a whole collapsed section, 
reported AFP reporter Sunday evening.
In the vicinity of the wasteland, there are relatively 
well-to-do houses in good condition and very 
precarious dwellings, like those, countless, 
sometimes made of wood and sheet metal, which 
cover the sides of the seven hills forming part of the 
relief of the Cameroonian capital, populated by more 
than four million inhabitants.

he French baguette, Algerian Rai music and 
Tunisia's harissa condiment are among this year's Tcontenders for recognition as intangible cultural 

heritage by UNESCO, which started deliberations 
Monday in Morocco.
The United Nations' cultural agency is examining 56 
proposals for items to add to its Lists of Intangible Cultural 
Heritage, including four in urgent need of preservation -- 
including the pottery of the Cham people of central 
Vietnam.
This year's meetings in Morocco, which holds the 
organisation's rotating presidency, are the first to be held 
in person since the coronavirus pandemic.
UNESCO will tweet its decisions starting from Tuesday 
afternoon.
Other contenders include a French-Belgian application 
for fairgrounds, the chai (tea) culture of Azerbaijan and 
Turkey, traditional Chinese tea-processing technique and 
a central Asian lute called the Rubab.

Cuban light rum and the Serbian plum brandy known as 
Slivovitz also make the list.
The organisation stresses that the list honours traditions, 
practices and knowledge and all such forms of culture that 
are "human treasures" that cannot be touched.
Rai music is on the list not just as a form of music but as a 
whole cultural tradition.
The 2003 Convention for the Safeguarding of the 
Intangible Cultural Heritage aims to safeguard and raise 
awareness about the "intangible cultural heritage of the 
communities, groups and individuals concerned".
"Intangible cultural heritage, transmitted from generation 
to generation, is constantly recreated by communities 
and groups in response to their environment, their 
interaction with nature and their history, and provides 
them with a sense of identity and continuity, thus 
promoting respect for cultural diversity and human 
creativity," it says.
Africanews with AFP 

Qatar World Cup: Which prospects for African 
teams as group stage draws to a close?

From top right to left Aboubakar (Cameroon), Aboukhlal (Morocco), Kudus (Ghana). Bottom: 
Diedhiou (Senegal) and Skhiri (Tunisia).  -   Copyright © africanews AP Photo

Anti-apartheid icon Chris Hani's grave vandalized

Chris Hani, leader of the Communist Party, outside 
the Rand Supreme Court in Johannesburg...  -  

Copyright © africanews AP/Copyright 2022 
The AP. All rights reserved.

Stowaways survive 11 days on rudder of ship 
travelling from Nigeria to Canary Islands

pain's Maritime Rescue Service has rescued 
three stowaways traveling on a ship's rudder in Sthe Canary Islands after the vessel sailed there 

from Nigeria.
The men, found on the Alithini II oil tanker at the Las 
Palmas port, appeared to have symptoms of 
dehydration and hypothermia after spending about 
eleven days clinging to the rubber of the oil tanker.
The three were subsequently transferred to hospitals 
on the island for medical attention, Spain's 
Salvamento Marítimo said.

According to the Marine Traffic website which tracks 
ships, the Malta-flagged vessel left Lagos, Nigeria on 
Nov. 17 and arrived in Las Palmas Monday.
Though extremely dangerous, it is not the first-time 
stowaways have been found traveling on the rudder of 
commercial ships to the Canary Islands.
Last year a 14-year-old Nigerian boy was interviewed 
by Spain's El País newspaper after surviving two 
weeks on a ship's rudder. He had also departed from 
Lagos.

In this photo released by Spain's Maritime Safety and Rescue Society on Tuesday Nov. 29, ...  -  
Copyright © africanews AP/AP

 Cameroon: Rescue efforts continue, as 
death toll from landlside increases to 15

UNESCO examining 56 proposals to 
add to Lists of Intangible Heritage

UNESCO inaugurates 17th intangible cultural heritage session in Morocco  -  Copyright © africanews AFP
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